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The acquisition of morphological rOleS of the native language:in

children has received considerable attention during the last,few years

kg.,Bates and Rankin 1979; Berman 1981; Derwing and Baker 1977; shOW
i.et al; 1980; Morphology means the-.1evel of linguistic structures at

which stems and inflections are. combined to forth words. The study of

the de-velopment cif the morphological farms offers meanS.for discovering

.processes through which childNe learn linguistic rules of their native

language and now they handle linguistic data at different age levels;

Finnish is an i'nterestip'6 language in this respect because At has a very
wi

COmplitated morphological rule system. '

Researchi,on children's language develoOMent has been done at the

Department of Psycholog3 University of Jyvaskyl'ai since the late sixties.

Thit paper summarizes some results of seven studies, (Lyytinen 1973;1974;
1975;.1976; 1978; 1981; Lyytinen et %1'....)981). The studies concerned

the acquisition of the Finnish inflectional. forms in early childhood,

compared the results of eeious kinds-of training programmes, and

analysed children's language errors anO the relations of these linguistic

variables with cognitive skills and With Certain environmental factors:

This article focuses on two aspects of these resu4g:_14 on the main

features in the development of the Finnish inflectional forms in 2 -7-

year old children and 2) on selected ihfortation derived from children's

errors at: the'various age levels;

*) Free word'order, gradation in the stem, several cases, and verb. -
inflection in various persoris_are typical charatterigtitg of the'.
Finnish language. -

ACTA PSYCPOLOGICA FENNICA 1982
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Method.

Sub,lects

The data of the: research was collected in 1971-1980. Subjecf

samples .covered a total of 260 children attending nursery schools,-day

clubs and schools, out of which 135 were girls and 125.boys; The num-

ber of subjects and the publications; where the investigation in ques-

tion have been described to more detail, are presented in Table 1.

Table 1.: The data of the research

N DataAge

1'8

8,'Nu0s

107 tyytfoen 1975, 109._
lyytinen et al., 1981

3 :0 3,11 '4 tyytloen 1973, 1978
4.0 - 401 56 lyytlnen 1973, 1974, .1970

S 0_ 5J1 24 lyytInen 1973, 1978
6,11 7:9 49 lyytinell 1981

5-

The-moreholagicaltests

,,
The mastery of the morphological farms was measured with tests con-

;

structed-for this Purpose. The test items were presented by means of

picture cards which had been constructed by applying Berko's (1958) .

method. The pictorts were made colourful and their'topics were chosen

to interest children. The purpose of the picture cards was to give

meaning to the test .4ems and to motivate children to make verbal

utterances.

Words characteriStic of the spoken language were used in the test

for the two - year, - olds; The tests meant for the older chil4ren consisted

of archaic words that Were in accord with the structure of Finnish, but

whose meaning was unknown to the children. The, use of archaic- words was

an attempt to make sure that children co&ld not perform the tasks merely

by copying models of colloquial Finri-sh-f,

The test items consisted of words dr-27-4 syllables, ending with

a vowel or a consonant; A third of the words required changes in the

word stem when inflected. The infelctional forms investigated are

presented in Table .2.

tortoktUaLE 3
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Table 2: The forms and their Finnish allomorphs in 'the morphological
tests,

r" "fra60-100,401 for'" Allomorphs Age groups MOMSurtd

,
COMarative -MO 2, 3, 4, 5. 7

:ni'loctt9r Of . OLuoorlative -iii 2, 4, 5, 7
SejeCtIveS Plu011 partitive of adjective -a. -a, -ta. -t.1 3 4. 5

. .

Adverbial suffta -sti

a

7; 4, 5. 7

!missive -ism. -1'4 2, 3, 4. 5
:election of Illative -vowel lenghtened v

n 2

nouns . or -n-n l) or so -seen and pl -siin

Partitive -a. -4, -ta. -t4 u 2. 3, 4, 5

Translative -Iasi, -kse when followed by Poss.
tuff,

. 7

/

Acts:-ye:ndicative present -no special incline 2; 3; 4; 5

:nfleCSion 'of Yams Active indlcative past -1'
.

3, 4, 5

ACt!ve IndiC4Cyll pluperfect -nut. -nyt. -meet _ 7

Active condittonal present

s'

-isi 42.)52
Passive indicative present -taan. -Wes. -dun- -dhan 3. 4. 5
Passive Indscativaipast

' -Win. -flin 7

Passive indicativelper(ect -tu. -ty. -ttu, -tty

!,
Vowel between n-n theoame as the vowel preceiliino h

The cognitive- linguistic -tests

2)Data material °resented by Wooplra (1969) At

V

Selected cognitive-linguistic skills of the children were also

measured. As the age .range.of the subjects was extensive, there was no
.

possibility to use same tests in all age groups; Cognitive skills of

\Iwk

2-year-olds were measuredby Bayley Scales of Infant Development (Mental.

,Devblopment Index and -441,r active vocabulary using a picture card
.-1

ming task; M::.si ests:were suitable no more for e 3-year-olds or

older. Verbal s.: Ils of the 3 -5- year -old children evaluated by the
,

vocabblary test of Ruoppi -la (1971). .Their cognitive level was measured

by the memory .(number; word, sentence, visual and task memory tasks and

by the analogical reasoning (verbal and block analogies) tasks; These

tasks had been constructed for this purpose. The cognitive level of.
... _ _

7-year-olds was measured by Raven's Progressive Matrices Test, and the

verbal skills by evaluating the reading and writing skills of the

Children.

4 . \\
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The classifiLation_of-children linguistic errors .1

The errors of the inflecti al forms were analysed in three studies:'

Tht _subjects involved were 2 tLyy inen et al. 1981), 3-5 (tyytinen1973)

and 7 (Lyytinen 1981)'_years old respiCtively. The:Main categoy4es used

in-the error classification were the same In all the Stu-OS. 'NbritiatiVe

inf motion defingd by grammar book (PenttilA 190)- was used as a cri-

terion
--

for correct performance. The error categories were:

'1. Inadequate responses

(included utterances likel niin on 'so it is'; tAmmbnenki On
_ 4

'there is one' like this', on mukavaa 'it is nice', en tie e

'I don't know' etc.).

2. Suffix errors

(included SUbclasses like: partly correct suffix; sp-ffix or

another 'morphological form, stimulus word rQpeated without

suffix i.dialectal 'inflection)

3. Stem errors

(included subclasses like: stimulus word changed into colloquial

one or into another artificial word, phoneme/syliabq added to

stem or left-out from stem; consonantal gradation error)

4. BOth sUffix and stem error in the same word:

This paper focu-Ses on th analysis of categories 1-3 and on de-

_ scribing one subclass of Cate g y 2, called 'use of suffix of another

na morphologocial form'.

Re-sults

k-reliabilities of the morehological tests and the error classification'

i.._

The reliabilities of the morphological tests were estimated at all

age levels by the split-half method and were shown. to be very acceptable
...

(.83-.97); The reliability of the error classification was. estimated

by taking a random sample (10%) of responses out of each data separately,

s
which ithen independently classifie-by two paters. The percentages

- Nc)f agreement between the raters varied from' 78 to 94.
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The acquisition patterns of some Finnish inflectional forms

. _

Among the 2-year-old children consillerable mastery could be found

insthree forms: in the present indicative active (55%), the inessive

(49 %) and the illativ4 (43T). The percentales refer to the responses

where the ending of the inflectional form was correctly prOduted. Some

of the 2-year-olds used the partitive adequately (32%) but very few .

shbwed the mastery of the perfect. indicative pAsive,(7.3%) and the

comparative (3.4 %). Because the youngest age group inflected words of

the spoken language and the older children archaic words.'their per:

centages cannot qe directly compared.

The 3-year-bids performed best on tasks concerning the inessive

(41%) and the comparative (34%);',The clearest developmental change

appeared in the mastery of the comparative. Only a few of the 3-year-'

olds could produce the partitive, the present. indicative active; the

past indicative,.active, and the present indicative passive adequately,

to'the archaic test'ords. The other inflections measured are not yet

mastered in this age group.

_ The 4-ylar--rolxl_children mastered the comparative, the inessive, the

partitive and the'verb forms clearly better than the 3-year-olds. Half

of the'4-year-olds achieved the maximum scores io the comparative and

one-third in the inessive. This age group had most problems in the

adjectival inflection: in the..plural partitive of adjectives (14%) and

in the superlative (14%). The 4-year-olds had considerable difficulties

also with the inflection of the conditional (22%).

The 5-yeAr-old-children had clearly advanced in the use of the

present indicative active (66%) and passive (58 %); the adverb (51%) and

the partitive 47%). The majority of the children produced completely

correct inflections in the comparative and the inessive. There were

further difficulties with the superlative (21%) and the plural

partitive of adjectives (22%).

The_7-year-old children reached a good mastery of the adverb (81%)

and the superlative (74%); The deveopmental change was the clearest'

in the superlative. The scores of this form were three times higher

in 7-year-olds than among the 5-year-old children: .This result is.,

consistent with the earlier results in Finnish that demonstrated that'

the production of the superlative becomes more common only after 5

(Luukkonen and Ruoppila 1969; Ruoppila and Liste 1967). 111 7-year-olds

6
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also mastered the translative an the pluperfect indicative active well.

The majority ,of them were not yet, however, able.to apply the condi-

tional form of the archaic test words (36%);

In considering, e.g., the inflection of adjectives, it is noticed

that the comparative' is adequately used already by 4-year-olds. The

superlative and adverbs are not commonly used until the, age of 7;

A generalized use of cases precedes that of the verb forms. Using

familiar words, ven 2-year-olds areiable to express location with

correct inflectiona ndings. One-third of the 4- year -olds are Ole to

form the inessive correctly in words whose meaning is unknown to them.

As for the verb forms, the present and the past indicative active as

well,as the present indicative passive are adequately used by 5-year-

olds; But the conditional is rift totally mastered even at the age of 7.

The intercorrelations of the mastery of the morphological forms-and

s`Qme cognitive-linguistic variables

The examination-of the intercorrelations betwedn the cognitive-.

linguistic skills and the mastery of the inflections revealed positive

'relationships (Table 3); Only one correlation didnot reach signifi-

cance. It was that between the, morphological forms .and the vocabulary

test resul-t among the 3-year-olds. The highest correlations were found

in the 2 -year -old children

Tabs -ems: Correlations between the mastery of the morphological forms'
and some cognitive-linguistic variables .A

,.. ..,....

Cprittve. ,..,
.7.

huTacttr___ -.1'

,,yeiriahlr,
"O -c 2 ZN 2'

rine

F
i

o o .
c w o

42.1 274 gt #
.

i... g i
.., .,,

2
<y..2 .x cs

.35 .49 .39

.55 .52

.71 40

ox
.47 .56 .36

5 .5', .3G .14
xx

".

P < .05

ox p < .n,

.961

.1) As ditterences of a Tog months in age may ca4se variation in the per-
formances of the 2-year-olds, the influence of age hat'been oartialed out
of the correlations:

(2)_Coefficients_are_means of_the,correlations of the five memory tasks,
and of the two analogical reasoning tasks.
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4

The positive correlations.between e mastery of the m051hology

and cognitive - linguistic variables demonstrate that the results in the

morpholog41 tests invofve more than just the ohildren'elinguistic

ski:j1s. Performing Berko's tasks requires cognitive and verbal pro-

cessing, such as perceptual integration' and interrretation of picture

cards, memory 6Y the stimulus words and production of.the lInguistic

form needed in describing what happens in the picture. _Children's

readiness to do tbis processing Aries at different age levels. The

differences manifest themselves as erroneous responses which reveal

some aspects of the cognitive processes the child uses

to solve the linguistic task.

The_meanin9_of_the_errors:in_different_ageAropes

in attempting

n attempt was made to gpt more.detailed data concerning the acqui-

sition process of Finnish morphology by,analysing the erroneous re-

spouses in addition to the correct ones at different age levels.

The changes in the erroneous responses were both quantitative and

qualitative. The inadequate responses'decreased as a function of age

and the p-rors made by the children became specific suffix and stem

errors whose meaning proved to be different at the various age levels.

The connections between errors and some variables describing children's

cognitive and linguistic skills (Table 4) are considered in the folloW-

ing.as an attempt to throw 5orne lighton the' developmental meaning of

errors.

The results, indicate that the error categories differ qualitatively

from each other. Ihadequate.responses are so-calTed 'bad errors' which

correlated negatively with cognitive and linguistic variables in all age

groups. The suffix and stem error categories had different meanings
o

atthe various age and cognitive levels. The 2- and 3-year-olds who

had performed well in tie cognitive and linguistic tasks made Kure

suffix and stem errors Ind fewer inadequate responses than the 2- and

3-year-olds with lower :ognitive-linguistic scores. Error analysis

shows thati when unablecto find a right answer, cognitvely brighter
_

children.make attempts to solve the task by using a roundabout ex-

pression', e.g.; overgeneralizing a form they had learned earlier; In

this'way.,these children can producat least partially correct - often

linguiitic answers.

8
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Table 4: The correlations between the erroneous responses and
cognitiVelingiStic variables. in the different age groups

--,.CognItive-

-----,1Inguistic 2 6 -L'.,. c,,,...1.41e. -: 'I' ' it 1. aa .2 v-5
._g.-.._ )

i..

variables- 4rm4,..... li.: i:.... 1 E i IT 1.j i ° j
,

;10 KIX era .
inadeggate 2 -.58 -.61

vreClIonseS

a.

-.28

_ _X

-.29

4 -.36 -.24;
-.44 -.24 -.28

_I IN
Suffix emirs , 7 .31 ir..41

,$) .40 .12

t.07 .23 -.13

s
,

7

.
.11,44441

-.12 -.46
.IN

-39

4 44
Stem errors

ik 7
.37 %34

N.4 4 .15 .71

_.
.30

.17 to
_4

.17

5 .0) -.06 -.14

.82 .0Z .03.

I -

Suffix of another 4
form (substituting

.30 :25

form) -N

.40

lx

.14 :11 '4061

:in .30 .03

.15 .04

-.78

N .1n5
p .ni

In the 4-year olds a positive correlation- was still d between

the stem errors and the analpgical-reasoning talkt (.37;.1) <'. But

such a covariation could no longer be found among the 5- and
olds: In these age groups, correlations betwen errors and the

cognitive-l-inguistic variabiet, Were AlreadY,Azi\mosicases, negative:.

The children begin at this age to master, the baSiC Ule system of their

native language agd linguisticaOly correct forms dominate:their .answert.'

BEST COPY MAME



At the ale of 7 the meanings of suffix and stem errors differ from each

other. Amokg the first graders sUifix errors correlated negatiiitly

(p < .05) with Raven and the reading,and writing skills -(p < In-

stead, the stem errors and the Cognitive- linguistic skills of the

'children did not correlate witheach other anymore.. Probably the stem

errors do no more reflect an inability to construct.adeduatelresponses.

but rather an inaccuracy; due to reasons of attention or associations,

in their speech production.

Stees in the acquisition -cif-FinniS6-Mbrehblogical forms

It Was found that the correct production of the Finnish morpho-

logical forms can be destribed to be AChieved through steps.. The

transitional steps from inadequate responses to correct performances

= are presented by age groups in Fig. 1. The matching of the group's

performance on a partieular step is made according to its most typical

response. If two types 'characterize equally the responses of the ag:
group, the line locat-ing the p eyailing phase of mastery is marked to

cross the steps.

Af the first step child h who do not master the required form

produce an inadequate response; At the second _step_ the children tptid

to repeat the stimulus word in its bdsic form without a suffix; At

the third step the expected inflection is replaced, by some other, .

previously acquireorm. At the four h step the child masters the

form, but, as the grammatical characteristics of\words (gradation;

length of word) ,vary, specific errors related to'stem inflection

(changing, adding; excluding phonemoylla61e0 may be made.

Qualitatively these errors are 'better' than those ofthe earlier steps,

betaUse they do nt generally cftande the meaning of the utterance; At

the fifth ate the child masters.the fOrMS of both ending and stem

inflectidn and can apply them to grammatically different -new Weeds.

Fig. 1 shows that there appears at 111 age levels sima_ltaneously

linguistic behaviour that is characteriStic of several steps. The pre-

vailing'performance of the children; when solving the task, varies

according to the more gical fi,N i uestion within a age group. The

degre!6.of the mastery of form is also affected by the grammatical

properties of the stimulus word. In single words WithrtenSonant

10



gradatioAs changes of stem (inflection characteristic of step 4)

occurred still in the 7-year-olds. even in such morphological forms

whose endings they master-very well.

i-veae
3141

;g""
41*

Z.vvar.
ills

171

.4 09,01.014410i torso

'rano latlye

*diver,

Act.tmd.pluei;fect

Ceedltienal

Psas.1.4.paat

COMeristive

InessIve

Act.lnd.present

Ade. Ind.Pillit

Pase.1014.Oresent

advert

Partitiee

Conditions;

SuPerlatIve

P lural Artle1. of
' dimes*,

Camariti.
:nestles

act.ipd.past

Act.ind.prevamt

Pass.ind.Preneoi

Psrlitive

S,08,111t10
AdV,I,0

COMitt0,1
ihertitiw of

adjective

C.1Dant 1v.
IM11,110
44t.Ind.O4St

Act.Ind.oreseot

Pall.pid.oreseet

Plural Partitive of
adjective

Syperlall re

4,t.1 041.D,4110,1

n1111110

Mat,*
!Irtitiolo
?I151.1nd. airf.t .
Comoirailve

Fig; 1: Steps in the ac4uisition.of the morplibitrOcal forms

7-.! RUBLE 1

47,
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The substitution of the morehologicalforms:at_various age levels

The analysis Of individbal protocols revealed Oat, psythelogi-

callYi the most interesting type of error was tt;e use of the suffiX of
__.;_!__

another morphological fOrM instead of the right one;

Among the 2:-gear _olds_, whose repertoire of acquired endings is

small, substituting endings were naturally less common than among the

older subjects. One-third.of the 2- year -olds had instances .where

a partitive for Was replaced by a singular nominative form. Some of

the children (9%) substMted also the perfect pas.sive by the present

---.-- .

indicative active form. .It was the nearest.. already- mastered verb form

which the 2-year=tild5 htd.

AmonV the 3-year-olds there was rapid Progress in the acquired
4

_

comparatiVb forms. This could also be seen in the use of substituting

forms.:. The comparative was extensively overgeneralized to the inflec-

tion of,adjettiVeS in a wider sense. The forms that were used to

replace.the superlative were comparatives in more ..than 30% of the

cases; The 3-yedr-olds also Applied the comparative 'though less"than

above to theinflettion of adverbs; The perfe_ t aassive was used to

subStitute for the active and passive formieof ie Preset -and past

indicatives: It was interesting to see that the perfect passive was

also applied to case endingS, especially to producing the inessive
. _

form.

The use of substitutes was the most common in the-4-year-old s_; All

the substitutes for the superlatiVe Were comparatives; Thi perfect

passive/no longer occurred to the extentiit did in the 37yearolds. It

was riMarily used to substitute for.forms of the present indicative

passive: -Instead; the 4-year-olds subSt;ituted formS of the present. for*

the past and rms' Of the active for the passive.

As the number of correct infleCtions increased, the 5-yearOlds-

resorted- y) substituting forms lesS Often than the 4-year-olds: The

same trenI as in the younger children could be noticed in the use of

substituting fOrMS. The most common feature was that.the superlative

.

was replaced by the comparative and that the vbrb forms got mixed up =

enough less often t an in ttie 4-year-Olds.

In the 7- year -olds, substitutes only occurred in the past passive

and in the conditional; The former was replaced by the pa indicative

12
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.active and the latter by the present indicative active, Whereas the

substitute characteristic of the earlier agegroups; the perfect

passive; was no longer found. ,
_ .

Certain regularities could be established in -thy use Of 6ie

substituting fOrMS in all age groups. As for the verb forM5, there was

a lot of overgeneralizing. ACtiVe and paSsive forms as.well as present

and past forms got confused; It was also a general Observation; con-

cerning all age groups; that substitutes were less frequent in the

inflection of nouns than in that of adjectives and verbs. For example

not even,in the 2-year-olds was there any instance of confusing closely

related cases as the illative and the inessive; which both express

location.

Conclusions

. De Villiers and de Villi6e (1979) have pointed out that it may

take'more than a year from the first appearance of a mOrpheme to its

consistent use in .a child's speech. The process is piecemeal. It

takes time for the child to learn the conditions of a morpheme's use.
,

The present studies agree with thiS SuggeStion. The results ,indicated
.-ioe that the correct inflections are:achieved gradually.

_ _.

Children in all age groups simultaneously displayed linguistic be-
haviOur that was characteriStit of several steps each describing

a phase in the acquisition of morphdlogical fOrMS. The child's prevail

4
ing performance is a combined outcome of the:subject's developmenta

level; the difficulty of the morphological form; and the linguistic nd
7-411.grammatical properties of the words to be inflected.

The results suggest that; inainvestigating the acquisition of

morphological forms; the erroneous responses can offer psychologically

valuable information about development. The errors have different mean-

ings in different age groups. ihe occurrence of certain errors (e.g.

substituting formsin tertain'infleetidds)' in the 2- and S-yearold
cHiidren iMplids that their linguistic SkiM are in good progress;

while siMilar errors among some years older children inditate per-

formance weaker than that of their age level; Erroneous rosponses;on

the morphological test reveal alo hoW children perceive; process and

interpret the tasks and configure how children of various ages approach
,

and solve cognitive-linguistic.problems. Data concerning the erroneous
4
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performance of children in different types of tasks arei howeyer;

needed to spectfyin more detail the strategies childrep use.

An important question in the studies of analysing errors concerns

the'criterion used in defining errors and the method .of collecting

linguistic respOnSes; In these studies normative information defined

by grammar book. was used as a criterion for a correct answer. The

errors were analysed from answers elicited by the linguistic tasks

given in Berkol's method. Data collected by thit way seemityjield in-

formation that cannot necessarily be obtained by analyzing children's

.spontaneotterances. This was shown by the results Obtained in the

7-year-olds (Lyytinen 1981). these indicated that the inflections

occurring in children's everyday speech were limited in content and not

related with reading and writing school achievements of children as -

were the performances measured with the present method. Furthermore;

the errors that occurred in the spontaneous speech had not the same

developmental meaning (e.g., correlations with cognitive-linguistic

tests, as had those produced on the morph0129taj test
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